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"In the Midst of Life We Are in Death":
Medical Care and Mortality in Early Canton

PAULA M. NELSON

At 2 o'clock on the afternoon of 2 April 1891, the friends and family of
ten-year-old Fay Straw gathered at the Brick Church in Canton, South
Dakota, to say their final farewells. The church could not contain the
throng that turned out to honor the girl whose "bright, beaming intelligent little face" would be "missed everywhere."' Sorrowing friends
had draped the altar at the front of the church with black mourning
cloth. Before it stood Fay's casket, a white heart suspended above with
the word "love" written in letters of gold, "a true symbol of little Fay's
pure heart." Her classmates gathered around a vacant chair that held
two floral tributes, a cross and an anchor. Every child passing the bier
for one last look left a bouquet until the casket was covered with flowers. Reverend Harry Soule, pastor of the Brick Church, conducted the
funeral assisted by Canton's Presbyterian and Methodist ministers.*
Fay's death foUov^ng a week-long struggle with influenza left her
parents childless. A baby daughter had died years earlier, and their
four-month-old son, Leroy, had died of cholera infantum just six
months before Fay fell ÜI.3 "The sympathy of the community goes out
to the bereaved parents in their latest affliction," Sioux Valley News editor Newman C. Nash wrote, "but their wounded hearts can only be
healed by Him who gave and hath taken away."4 The newspaper obit1, Sioux Valley News (Canton, S.Dak.), 10 Apr. i8gi.
2, Ibid,, 17 Apr. 1891.
3. Ibid., 18 Apr., 22 Aug. 1890.
4. Ibid., 10 Apr. 1891.
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uary counseled the Straws to "mount the ladder of faith and behold
dear affectionate Fay joined with the little idolized brother and the
dear baby sister of whom she used to speak but did not know."s
The Straw family's losses, while agonizing, were not unusual for
those living in the late 1800s. Although Americans in the nineteenth
century had achieved stunning technological progress, the practice of
medicine had evolved little to that time. Change was on the horizon,
but it would be decades before the germ theory, the public health
movement, and the development of antibiotics would revolutionize
treatment of the ill and make a significant impact on death rates from
disease.^ In the meantime, people in Canton and elsewhere dealt with
illness to the best of their abilities and assuaged their grief over the inevitable losses of loved ones with meaning-filled rituals such as the
service held for Fay Straw.
The spring of 1891, when Fay Straw died, had brought an unusually
severe form of influenza with many complications. The issue of the
Sioux Valley News that carried her death notice also reported that local
sufferers of "la grippe," as influenza was called then, were developing
"pneumonia and serious lung trouble." In Chicago, nine hundred
people died within six days.7 Many Americans of the time believed
that la grippe was a new disease, but medical experts disagreed. What
made the ailment seem different was an especially virulent European
pandemic during the winters of 1889-1890 and 1890-1891, along
with the newly popular French name. In fact, medical authorities
noted at least two earlier American outbreaks and cited records indicating repeated visitations over the previous three hundred years. The
5. Ibid., 17 Apr. 1891.
6. See John Harley Warner, "From Specificity to Universalisai in Medical Therapeutics:
Transformation in the 19th Century United States' in Judith Walzer Leavitt and Ronald L
Numbers, eds.. Sickness and Health in Amenca: Readings in the History of Medicine and Public
Health. 3d ed. (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1997}, pp. 87-101: Charles E. Rosenberg, "The Therapeutic Revolution: Medicine, Meaning and Social Change in Nineteenth Century America" in Explaining Epidemics and Other Studies in the History of Medicine
(New York: Cambridge University Press. 1992), pp. 9-31; Gerald N. Grob, The Deadly Truth:
A History of Disease in America (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2002), pp.
200-216.

7. Sioux Valley News, 3 Apr. 1891.
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name "la grippe," which came from the French word gripper—to seize
suddenly—described the rapid onset of the ailment. For those who
preferred English terms for their sufferings, the doctors recommended "epidemic catarrhal fever."** During the 1860s, Dr. John C.
Gunn had described a disease with symptoms identical to those of influenza, which he labeled "winter fever" or, in epidemic years, "cold
plague."9
At first. Fay Straw's illness had not appeared serious. Her parents
likely would have treated it as a cold, which in the 1890s called for
bathing the feet in warm water, drinking warm liquids, and "taking a
mild sweat." A "gentle" emetic to clear the bowels might have been
used, as well. When it became clear that Fay's illness was more than a
cold, her parents would probably have called in the doctor to treat her.
Hot liquids to drink and hot-water bottles packed around her body
would bring on heavy perspiration to reduce inflammation in the
nose, throat, and lungs. The doctor might have provided more emetics
and pain-relieving powders such as acetanilide, or quinine, the malaria drug. Whiskey, to help build strength, may also have been prescribed. "A good receipt for children" with la grippe, according to the
third edition of A. W. Chase's Receipt Book and Household Physician,
published the year Fay died, included a mixture of sulphate quinine,
wine vinegar, laudanum, and licorice syrup, to be given in doses of
one teaspoon every three hours.^°
Fay's parents, like her grandparents and their doctors, would have
understood health and illness as issues of their environment, stages
in life, and bodily balance rather than consequences of exposure to infectious agents. Climate, elevation, humidity, time of year, and even
time of day were believed to play key roles in bodily fiinctioning. As
babies teethed, as girls and boys reached puberty, and as women
reached menopause, their bodies shiflied into new modes, threatening
8. Henry A, Lyman. et al,. The New American Family Physician, rev. ed. (Chicago, HI,: Geo.
M. Hill, 1899), p. 1,121,
y. Gunn, Gunn's New Family Physician: or. Home Book of Health (New York: Moore, Wilstach & Baldvrin, 1866). p. 261.
10. Chase, Dr. Chase's Third, Last and Complete Receipt Book and Household Physician (Detroit, Mich,: F. B. Dickerson, 1891), pp. 214-15,
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health and well-being. According to medical historian Charles Rosenberg, "the body was seen as a system of intake and outgo," which had
to achieve equilibrium to maintain health. "A distracted mind could
curdle the stomach," Rosenberg explains, and "a dyspeptic stomach
could agitate the mind. Local lesions might reflect imbalances of nutrients in the blood; systemic ills might be caused by fulminating local
lesions."" In this system of medical understanding, patients did not
suffer particular diseases with specific cures. The body itself was out
of synchronization, and the role of the doctor or nurse/caretaker was
to put it back into harmony. This view of the body and disease led doctors to monitor diet, skin color and temperature, excretion, perspiration, heart rate, and ventilation closely as potential signs of proper or
improper body fijnctions.'^
Prior to the 1850s, most doctors believed that ailments required a
depletion of their patients' excessively "excited" systems. To deplete
them, doctors bled the ill, purged them with harsh emetics, drugged
them with powerful agents such as mercury, and prevented their consumption of so-called "exciting" foods.^i After mid-century, physicians
much more frequently stimulated their patients to effect a cure. Alcohol, quinine, iron compounds, and special exciting foods became
treatments of choice. Physicians dosed their patients with stimulants
as liberally as their predecessors had bled and purged the sick. According to one medical historian, the Civil War wounded received
"three to eight ounces of whiskey per day over a period of many days"
to assist their recoveries.^
During this lengthy era of "balance" medicine, doctors' guides to
medications (the materia medica) categorized drugs by their effects,
not by the diseases they cured. Physicians would search their texts for
emetics, diuretics, narcotics, or stimulants, according to each patient's
11. Rosenberg, "Therapeutic Revolution," pp. 12-13.
12. Ibid.. pp. 12-23. Conevery Bolton Valencius. The Health of the Country: How American
Settlers Understood Themselves and Their Land (New York: Basic Books, 2002} explains medical/environmental ideas on the antebellum frontier.
13. Rosenberg, "Therapeutic Revolution," pp. 14-15; Wamer, "From Specificity to Universalism," pp. 87-95.
14. Wamer. "From Specificity to Universalism," p. 92.
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X -blipDi-ry Kim. B—Virtfiiiia Snnkf Koiil. 3—I'fuiiyroyal. 4—Mountain I^flnrft, or
Cnlifo Hi|..h, Ö-Bfur-UeTo*. orthe rplant! Cranin-rry. S—Jamest.-wii Weed, or
Slrnmoiiiiim. 7—Hlood-Rooi, or Ketl I'uccoon. S~Bluc t'lag. 9-Ladies' SHpper.
or American Valerian.
This key to medicinal plants appeared in Dr. A. W. Chase's home health care guide.
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needs. Medications were categorized as herbal or vegetable, mineral
salts, or earths. They included aconite (the roots or leaves of the
monkshood plant), mercury, lead, alum, chalk, opium, morphine, and
hundreds of other substances. The doctor, or the local druggist, compounded the proper medications, although people without access to
doctors or drugstores could do it themselves at home, following the
instructions in home medical guides.'5
Until the 1870S, most doctors in the United States tended to be
poorly educated. No licensing systems existed between the 1840s and
the 1870S, and there were no educational standards until some medical colleges, such as Harvard, began to impose them in the 1870s.
This "laissez-faire" approach allowed almost anyone to hang up a
shingle and practice medicine. Those who aspired to true competence
studied in Paris, the center of medical knowledge in the early nineteenth century, or in Germany and Austria after mid-century. Because
doctors often employed drastic measures only to achieve poor results,
the public turned to alternative forms of medical practice such as
homeopathy and eclecticism. Homeopathists developed close relationships with their patients, talking with them in detail about their
sufferings, examining their bodies carefully, and administering
highly diluted vegetable potions. Eclecticists combined elements of
alternative homeopathic medicine with the regular therapeutics of
standard medical practice.^^
Not every family had access to a doctor, however, or trusted the
medical profession to treat those who ailed. As a result, home healthcare guides proliferated during the nineteenth century. They provided
information to rural people who were widely dispersed across the
countryside, to those too poor to incur physicians' fees except in extreme emergencies, or to those suspicious of "medical knowledge and

15. Rosenberg, "Therapeutic Revolution," pp. 14-15. For a materia medica, see Gunn,
Gunn's New Family Physician, pp, 982-90.
16. Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of American Medicine (New York: Basic Books,
1982), pp. 40-64, Roy Porter, The Greatest Benefit to Mankind: A Medical History of Humanity (New York: W. W. Norton, 1997), describes medical training in tbe United States as "laissez-faire" (p. 319).
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motives."^7 Because medical practitioners and average citizens shared
a fundamental knowledge of health and illness, and because medical
technologies were limited and hospitals few, treatment of the sick at
home by family members was a logical and widely employed practice.
General stores carried home medical guides; book agents sold them
by subscription; and catalogue merchants such as Montgomery Ward
and Sears, Roebuck included health books in their inventories. In
Canton, John Falde's store carried the popular Dr. Chase's Receipts as
early as 1876. Canton residents became agents for various healthguide volumes throughout its early history.'^
Home health guides described symptoms of various ailments and
provided detailed remedies that sometimes included the use of drugs
such as opium or morphine, which are tightly controlled today. In the
nineteenth century, government did not restrict the sale of drugs, except for liquor, which local governments or states began to prohibit in
the mid-i8oos. Even in "dry" areas, liquor was still available at drugstores with a physician's prescription. Because so many people mixed
their own medications, cleaning potions, animal-care products, and
pest poisons, housekeepers kept dangerous narcotics, acids, and toxins on hand. A Kaufman's Medicine Chest manufactured in Chicago
in the 1890S for use in the home included "emergency remedies" for
both common ailments and accidental poisonings. The list of potential home poisons included agents obviously meant for medical use,
such as opium, morphine, and laudanum, as well as common poisons
such as strychnine, which was also administered to reduce fever, combat "sexual debility" and impotence in humans, and aid digestion in
horses. Acids for which antidotes might be needed included nitric
acid, a caustic; sulfuric acid, used externally in combination with
other ingredients for skin diseases, as an antiseptic, and as a tonic for
poultry; hydrochloric acid, an antiseptic and fever reducer; oxalic acid,
which removed ink and rust stains; Paris Green, for killing bedbugs;
17. Charles E. Rosenberg, "lohn Gunn: Everyman's Physician" in Explaining Epidemics
and Other Studies in the History of Medicine, p. 59.
18. Montgomery Ward ^ Co. Catalogue and Buyer's Guide Wo. 57 (1895; reprint ed.. New
York: Dover Publications, 1969), p. 44; Sears, Roebuck, Catalogue No. 104 (1897; reprint ed.,
Philadelphia, Pa.: Chelsea House, 1993}, p. 346; Sioux Valley News, 16 Dec. 1876.
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and fly poison. The first illness listed for potential home emergency
treatment was boils. The treatment included application ofa paste of
belladonna, a poisonous plant used as a pain reliever, and the ingestion of quinine and iron compounds to build strength.'9
Home medical guides also contained detailed rules for home
nurses, including sanitation instructions and recipes for foods to feed
the sick. Dr. John Gunn's medical guide. New Family Physician, published in 1866, expected caretakers to have "a knowledge of the im19. The medicine chest is in the author's possession. Dr. Chase's Receipts mentions the use
of strychnine for impotence (p. 180), as a tonic for sexual debility (pp. 182-83), a"d for digestive problems in horses (p, 665), The book recommends sulphuric acid as an ingredient
in poultry tonic (p. 762). Gunn's New Family Physician includes a redpe for treatment of human ague that mixes quinine and sulfuric acid. Buckeye Cookery and Practical Housekeeping
by Estelle Woods Wilcox (1880; new ed., St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1988)
recommends an aconite paste for baldness (p. 48g) and suggests oxalic acid for removing
ink and rust stains (pp. 378. 445), George M. Gould's A Pocket Medical Dictionary, 8th ed.
(Philadelphia. Pa,: P. Blakistan's Son & Co., 1922} is a useful source for identifying nineteenth-century medical usages.

In addition to his health guide, Dr. A. W. Chase marketed readymade f.icMon3 such as this ointment containi-g carbolic acid.
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portance of cleanliness, of the right amount of warmth, of ventilation,
of pure air, of light, of the right kind of food, and how and when to
give it."^° Gunn believed that many patients' "worst symptoms" and
even their deaths stemmed from ignorance and poor care on the part
of their nurses. For Gunn, a key element in a patient's recovery was
the pure circulation of air at the right temperature. Drafts were considered dangerous, as was air from "confined rooms," parlors, or
other little-used spaces. Drafts could chill patients and give them lifethreatening colds. Stale air was as dangerous as stagnant water, for
both could breed disease. Room temperature was also crucial, but the
requirements varied according to the patient and time of day. Because
a patient's "vital powers" were often stronger in the afternoon, "windows may be open in the afternoon that it would be improper to raise
before eleven or twelve o'clock," Gunn advised.^'
The doctor also warned nurses to remove all sources of "effluvia," or
moisture, that might poison the patient. Uncovered chamber pots
kept under the bed were the worst offenders, Gunn argued. He urged
families to cover their chamber pots at all times and empty them frequently, preferably outside. Apparently, some people hauled the "slop
pail" into each bedroom and emptied the chamber pot into the even
more noxious bucket of household garbage, exposing the ill to a host
of "injurious gases, evaporations and smells."=^
Preparing the correct food for the patient was another challenge
nurses faced. Gunn argued against the common custom of overfeeding the ill and urged instead that caretakers prepare light, "harmless,
unexciting, and easy to digest" foods that were nourishing but "not
strong, not hearty, nor gross." Beef tea, broth, boiled milk thickened
with flour, and a gruel of cornmeal boiled in water or with a bit of milk
added were all deemed appropriate for most illnesses. A paste of flour
and water was recommended for those with bowel complaints, while
tea with milk and sugar, or a glass of sour milk or buttermilk might
cheer and nourish the sufferer.^3
20.
21.
22.
23.

Gunn, Cunn's New Family Physician, p. 940.
Ibid,, pp. 939-43 (quotation on p. 943).
Ibid.. p. 945.
Ibid., p. 966.
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Other nursing duties included airing the bed and bathing the patient. Dr. Gunn urged caretakers not only to air the sheets every day
but to change the mattress every twenty-four to forty-eight hours. He
described the standard sickbed as having "two or three thick, heavy
mattresses, possibly, and sometimes more!"^4 While the patient saturated the top mattress with "poisonous emanations," the chamber
pot under the bed permeated the bottom mattress with "poisonous effluvia and exhalations." This situation, Gunn explained, led to slow recoveries and "back sets." Even the height of the bed shaped the patient's outcome. Beds that were too high placed the ill near the ceiling
in air that was warm and stale. A low bed put the sufferer into "the
cold, damp and equally unhealthy stratum of air and effluvia which
settles near the floor of the room."^)
Cleanliness of the patient was also crucial to recovery. Dr. Gunn
wanted nurses to bathe their patients at least once a week in soft,
warm water with plenty of soap. To enhance cleansing, saleratus
(soda) or lye dissolved in the water was recommended. He also encouraged vigorous rubbing with a dry towel to stimulate blood circulation. For patients with fever, Gunn suggested an occasional cold bath
followed with vigorous towel drying. Nurses were to bathe one portion
of a bedridden person's body at a time, leaving the remainder covered
to prevent chill.^^
Proper caretaking involved more than just attending to a sick person's physical needs. Punctuality, decisiveness, and careful management of the environment all contributed to the invalid's sense of wellbeing. Patients were not to be surprised or startled, overexcited by
mail or messages, overtired by visitors, annoyed by loud or unusual
noises, or worried by whispers or low conversation. Well-wishers
could bring flowers as long as none had a "disagreeable, faintish or
sickening smell." The color blue tended to depress the ill, but bright

24. Ibid., p. 970. Gunn recommended a "loose, straw mattress, in a linen tick" to prevent
bedsores (p. 973). Mattresses were made of straw, horsehair, com husks, Spanish moss, or
coarse wool. Wilcox, Buckeye Cookery, p. 374.
25. Gunn. Gunn's New Eamily Physician, p. 973.
26. Ibid., pp. 974-75.
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colors, especially red, were encouraged. Patience and empathy for the
sufferer's situation were also keys to recovery.^?
The author of Dr. Chase's Receipts, published ten years after Dr.
Cunn's New Family Physician, duplicated Cunn's arguments but with
far less detail, leaving it to the "common sense" and judgment of the
household head to fill in the specifics. Dr. Chase also assumed that
families would hire trained nurses, although this scenario was rare in
Canton. Even among the wealthiest leading citizens, friends and family typically carried the load. Canton had three experienced nurses
who advertised their presence, and the Sioux Valley News noted the arrival of out-of-town nurses on the few occasions when families hired
them to care for the sick.^^
While Chase and Gunn both urged cleanliness for the sickroom
and the patient, neither doctor advised disinfection of the premises.'^^
By 1899, when The New American Family Physician appeared, the attitude of the medical establishment toward the role germs played in illness had begun to change. According to the three doctors who wrote
this home medical guide, "the objects of disinfection are two-fold: first
to destroy noxious odors, that is, to deodorize; second, to destroy poisonous principles, which are capable of inducing disease—that is, to
disinfect."i° For "water closets and vaults," they recommended sulphate of iron to disinfect and lime to deodorize; for disinfecting bedpans, they suggested Listerine. Caretakers of those with infectious aUments also had to disinfect the rooms the ill had occupied. Liquid
bromine left standing for several hours in saucers of chloride of lime
mixed with vinegar was thought to purify the air. Once this process
was complete, caretakers were instructed to remove all furniture from
the room, wash the floors with carbolic-acid solution, and scrub and

27. Ibid., p. 959.
28. Chase, Dr. Chase's Receipts, p. 302; Sioux Valley News. 23 Feb. 1900. TKe Sioux Vol/ey
News for 25 May 1894 carries an advertisement for a "professional" nurse, Mrs. Duncannon.
Six weeks later, Anna Writman, a "graduate" nurse from Sweden, settled in Canton (ibid., 27
July 1894). The News for 24 December 1897 carries Annie Moe's advertisement as a "graduate" nurse.
29. Chase, Dr. Chase's Receipts, p. 302; Gunn, Gunn's New Family Physician, p. 945.
30. Lyman, et al.. New American Family Physician, p. 1,070.
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repaint the walls and ceiling. They were also to bum any clothing or
possessions the ill person had touched. If incineration was not possible, they were to boil clothes for an hour or heat items in a two-hundred-degree oven for several hours.
To prevent the spread of disease while the person was ill, the nurse
was to soak all used bedding and human waste in a carbolic-acid solution before taking them into another part of the house. A sheet wet
with carbolic acid was to be hung over the doorway to kill germs before they dispersed. Even the patient had to be disinfected, a task that
might be accomplished with a dose of soda sulphide mixed in lemon
juice. Caretakers were to use lye soap, salicylic-acid soap, or carbolicacid soap to wash any patient suffering from smallpox, scarlet fever,
or any other disease where potential contagion sloughed from the
skin. Isolation from healthy family members and friends was also key.
In 1904, after taking a course in bacteriology in Chicago, Dr. Reinert
Hetlesater of Canton published similar instructions in the Sioux Valley News.i^

The slow evolution to modem medicine had begun with Louis Pasteur's discovery of microorganisms in the 1850s, but a key problem
during the early years of the "germ theory" of medicine was that no
therapies existed to fight the germs now linked to specific diseases.
Scientists discovered the bacteria that caused typhoid in 1880, the tuberculosis bacterium in 1882, and the diphtheria bacterium in 1883,
but little could be done to save patients who were seriously ill with
these diseases. Knowledge of bacterial agents could not, alone, lead to
more effective treatments. By 1894 an antitoxin for diphtheria existed,
but it was not universally available.!^What began to make a difference in the rates of death from infectious disease was the advent of the public health movement, which focused on prevention rather than treatment. With the causes ofmany
diseases now dear and their communicability understood, campaigns
31. Ibid., pp. 1,070-73; Sioux Valley News, 12 Feb, 1904.
32. Nancy Tomes, The Gospel of Germs: Men. Women, and the Microbe in American Life
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998}, pp. 15-47; Gill Davies, comp. and ed..
Timetables of Medicine: An Illustrated Chronology of the History of Mediane fivm Prehistory to
Present Times (New York: Black Dog & Leventhal, 2000), pp. 34-35.
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to clean up homes, yards, streets, water and milk supplies, and sewage
disposal began in earnest. Public health promoters built upon the sanitation movement begun during the Givil War, when medical workers
linked better hygiene to higher survival rates for the sick and wounded. After the Givil War, sanitarians worked to inform housewives of the
potential dangers of "damp cellars, foul odors and untrapped drains,"
contaminated food, stale air, and sewage. The development of the
germ theory added the microbes of infectious disease to the list of potential threats. Hygiene reformers urged housewives to maintain the
highest standards of cleanliness to preserve their families' health.îî
By the 1890s, the campaign to fight disease through cleanliness
took on an official cast as local and state governments assumed some
responsibility for public health. Towns, cities, and counties created
boards of health, with doctors at their heads, to stamp out the seeds of
disease wherever they bred. Some cities created dispensaries for the
poor, disease registries, diagnostic laboratories, and health services
for schoolchildren, including vaccinations, quarantine enforcement,
water-quality testing, milk testing, dairy monitoring, baby clinics, and
other efforts to build resistance to disease and prevent the spread of
germs. 34
Another development that arrived with the assimilation of the germ
theory of medicine was increasingly successful surgeries. The discovery of chloroform in the mid-i8oos provided a dependable anesthetic
that allowed surgeons to cut into the body to remove growths or repair
injuries without causing intense pain. Most surgery-related deaths occurred, however, when seemingly successful operation sites became
badly infected. The realization that microbes were everywhere, that
doctors' hands or clothing could transmit bacteria to patients, and that
bacteria from the patients' own skin could invade their incisions and
kill them dramatically altered surgical routine over time. Many doctors found the radical new concept of ever-present germs incredible
and were won over only gradually. Others experimented with such
heavy applications of carbolic-acid disinfectants that their patients suf33. Tomes, Gospel of Germs, pp. 47-67 (quotation on p. 51).
34. Porter, Greatest Beneßt, pp. 416-20; Grob, Deadly Truth, pp. 180-216.
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fered dermatitis, gangrene, or poisoning by absorbing the agents
through their skins.35
Franklin Martin, a Chicago doctor who later trained a prominent
Canton doctor in bacteriology, described his own conversion to the
germ theory. He remembered that during his early medical-school
years in the late 1870s the germ theory of disease was "condemned by
a majority of the practitioners of medicine and surgery." Martin also
observed the nearly loo-percent death rate from abdominal surgery
among his teachers' patients and changed the dressings on those with
less invasive surgeries, many of whom suffered grievous infections
"from which stinking pus poured forth." As late as 1896, when he
conducted his own surgery theater at the Post-Graduate Medical
School and Hospital (where Dr. Hetlesater of Canton attended sessions on bacteriology in 1902), he was ridiculed for requiring doctors
to wear special clothing and shoes in surgery to help prevent infections. Even with carbolic-acid washes and careful techniques, recovery
times for surgical patients were long and death rates remained high.
Surgery, however, provided new options for those who might otherwise face certain death.Î*^
Little Fay Straw's own illness and death occurred in her hometown
of Canton, South Dakota, a place with its own history of disease and
health care. The flrst homesteaders came to the Canton area in 1867
and took up claims near a trapper's shack close to the Big Sioux River.
When the territorial legislature created Lincoln County in 1867, the
settlers rose to the challenge of establishing a county seat, platted a
town, and named it Canton. Fay Straw's grandparents and their three
sons, including her father Leroy, moved to a farm three-and-a-half
miles from Canton in 1869, where her grandparents lived until retiring to town in 1898.Î7

35. Tomes, Gospel of Germs, pp. 33,103-4; Joïin H. Gibbon. "Surgical Technic: Antisepsis
and Asepsis," in William Williams Keen, ed., Surgery, Us Principles and Practice (Philadelphia, Pa.: W. B. Saunders, 1912), pp. 587-98; Porter, "Greatest Benefit," pp. 367-73.
36. Franklin H. Martin. Fifiy Years of Medicine and Surgery: An Autobiographical Sket£h
(Chicago, ill.: Surgical PubUshing, 1934). pp. 86-90. 243 (quotation on p. 89).
37. The History of Lincoln County. South Dakota (Canton, S.Dak.: Lincoln Gounty History

Committee, 1985). pp. 2-3, 701-2.
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Canton grew slowly until the railroad arrived in 1879. Distance
from markets inhibited development. In the early days, the nearest
railheads were located in Sioux City, Iowa, seventy miles away, or in Le
Mars, Iowa,fifty-fivemiles from town. Area residents grasped eagerly
at rumors of rail-line construction. "Anything that looks as if we were
not forgotten by the outside world," the Lincoln County Advocate editor
wrote, "offers us a little grain of comfort in these dreary months."3* By
the time of the 1880 census, just a year after the Milwaukee Road
tracks entered town. Canton had 635 residents and was on its way to
solid respectability. By 1900, Canton's population stood at 1,943.39
It is difficult to determine when the first doctor arrived in town. The
first newspaper, the Sioux Valley News, began publication in 1872, but
issues for the first three years are lost and the collection that begins
with 1875 '^ erratic. A second newspaper, the Lincoln County Advocate,
began publication in 1876. By that time, the Canton area had four physicians, two living in Canton with offices downtown, and two across
the river in the competing town of Beloit, Iowa. All four appear to
have practiced the standard forms of medicine that dominated the
United States at the time.4°
By the early 1880s, however, the medical scene in Canton began to
diversify. A woman homeopathist visited every Thursday beginning in
January 1883 and saw patients at the Harlan House hotel. Dr. F. W.
Rosenbaum, a German immigrant and homeopathist, located in Canton the same year and maintained a successfiil practice until illness
struck him down in the late 1890s. Dr. J. S. Bell, who practiced more
briefly in the mid-eighties, also provided homeopathic medicine. Canton-area residents patronized a number of herbalists, electromagnetic
healers, phrenologists, and medicine shows in the late 1800s, as well.
By the end of the century, Canton had acquired an osteopath, who
specialized in restoring health by manipulating the bones and mus38. Lincoln County Advocate {Canton, S.Dak.), lo Jan. 1877.
39. U.S.. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Tenth Census of the United
States. 1880, Schedule No. i, Population, National Archives Microfilm Publication T9, roll
113, and Twelfih Census of the United States. 1900, Schedule No. i, Population, National Archives Microfilm Publication T623, roll 1551.
40. Lincoln County Advocate. 27 Apr. 1876.
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cles. Lena Enebo, a young local woman who graduated from osteopathy college in Kirksville, Missouri, in 1898, opened an office in town.
Her brother attended Des Moines College of Osteopathy and joined
her practice three years Iater.4'
Although Canton was well supplied with medical practitioners of
every stripe, it had no hospital until 1895 when Dr. Hjalmer Holmgren, a Swedish immigrant educated in Sweden and New York, remodeled a large older home to serve the area. In fact, hospitals were
not common in rural areas until the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when doctors began to perform more surgery and
needed a controlled, properly equipped environment. Even in urban
areas, hospitals were refuges of last resort, with an overwhelmingly
poor or working-class clientele. People of any means at all were
treated at homeA^
In a world where ambulances and emergency rooms did not exist,
friends, neighbors, and even strangers stepped up to fill the need if
someone fell ill or was injured away from home. When Louis Johnson, a farmer from Delaware Township, came to town to pay his taxes
in February 1890, he arrived unable to speak. He had recently recovered from a bout with the "grippe" that was plaguing the area and suffered an attack of some sort. His condition prompted the staff at Robinson's restaurant to call Dr. John Lewis, who checked him in to the
Harlan House hotel, where he stayed under the doctor's care until he
was well enough to withstand the ride home. When lone Russell, a
long-time teacher, suffered a stomach hemorrhage at school, she was
carried to the Ed and Millie Shufelt home nearby where a desperate
struggle was waged to save her life. In another instance, an unknown
assailant attacked banker Francis A. Gale, leaving him unconscious
on the sidewalk one dark night. Passersby lugged him up to the rooms
above the bank and called for a doctor.43

41. Sioux Valley News, 12 Jan., 27 |uly 1883, 27 June 1884, 23 Oct. 1885, 20 May 1887, 4
May 1888, 30 Sept., 14 Oct. 1898, 8 Feb. 1901. The origins of osteopathy in Kirksville, Missouri, in 1891 are explained in Starr, Social Transformation, p. 108.
42. Sioux Valley News, 18 Jan., 3 May 1895; Warner. "From Specificity to Universalism,"
pp. 89-90; Martin. Fißy Years, p. 274; Grob, Deadly Truth, p. 221.
43. Sioux Valley News, 3 Oct. 1884,14 Feb., 21 Nov. 1890.
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Traveling salesmen and other itinerant workers risked long confinements far from home when illness struck them on the road. Their hotel rooms became their sickrooms.44 Martin Hanson, a young single
man, became ill while boarding at the Harlan House. For four weeks,
friends cared for him while he wrestled with an unidentified illness.
Upon his departure home to Wisconsin to convalesce, he asked the
Sioux Valley News to "thank all of his friends for their kindness to
him." He was especially grateful to Chris Braithwaite for "his unremitting care and attention."45 In another instance, a young engineer
working on a railroad survey fell ill and died at the Hadan House. His
parents and brother had come from Iowa to nurse him and were there
when he died.46
Discussions of illness and death in the Sioux Valley News indicate
that Canton residents had incorporated the dominant medical thinking about balance and specificity into their world view. The sick, the
insane, and the dead, according to items in the News local columns,
often arrived at their conditions through some type of exhaustion.
One Norwegian immigrant, for example, was taken to the State Hospital for the Insane in Yankton in 1883 because his "over-efforts" to
learn English had temporarily unhinged him. The consensus was that
some rest and care would restore his faculties. On three occasions in
1886, the Sanbom County sheriff came through the Canton railway
station with young men bound for Yankton, insane because of "selfabuse," or masturbation, commonly believed at the time to cause
physical and mental disability through the depletion of vital fluids
needed for balance.47 When local resident Ruth Redfield died, the
newspaper listed "complete breaking down of vital forces" as the
cause.48 Upon the death of the precocious four-year-old son of Professor D. Lynes, editor Nash explained that the child had been too bright
to live. His body could not support such a large brain, and so he took
sick. When Dr. Adolph Slaman of Lennox suffered a severe attack of
44. Ibid., 28 Sept. 1894,
45. Ibid,, 14 Apr. 1899.
46. Ibid,, 14 Oct. 1887.
47. Ibid.. 8 June 1883, 14 May 1886,
48. Ibid., 7 Aug. 1885,
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pneumonia in 1890, the cause given was "overwork and anxiety
brought on by Mrs. Slaman's attack of pleurisy."49
Local residents frequently left the pressures of their work to rest or
to pursue radically different vocations in order to restore their health.
Frank H. Huetson's doctor ordered him to stop all office work. Huetson, a prominent Ganton businessman, decided to farm. Rebecca Gehon, a local teacher, spent six weeks in the Kellogg Sanitarium in Battle Greek, Michigan, and reportedly came home much improved.
While some Ganton residents toiled for years without a vacation, it
was more common for employees and even business owners to travel
in search of physical and mental restoration for themselves or family
members. Fred A. Keep, a prominent railroad lavi^er, gave up his
practice and moved to Galifornia in hopes of curing his lung disorder.
He died there of consumption three months later. Peer Nelson and
family headed to Tennessee in an attempt to improve his rapidly failing health, but he died within days. Ellen Stabeck returned home
from a visit to Illinois, where she had become ill and looked to the
drier air of South Dakota to cure her.50
As in the rest of the country, most sick people in the Ganton area
wrestled with their illnesses at home. Because illness was so common, homes were sickrooms much of the time and family members,
especially women, cared for the sick as part of their regular domestic
duties. There was a long list of illnesses they might confront. The
Sioux Valley News reporied "a terrible spell of throat and lung" sickness in February 1882, with measles and mumps following three
months later. Typhoid appeared regularly, as did la grippe, or "grip" as
the News often termed it. Scarlet fever, malaria, colds, fevers, smallpox, "black measles" (a particularly malignant type), typhoid pneumonia, "Job's comforters" (boils), rheumatism of various types, neuralgias, heart problems, stomach pains, bowel troubles, and "painter's
colic" {lead poisoning) afflicted Ganton-area residents.51 As elsewhere.

49. Ibid., 16 Mar. 1888, 24 Jan. 1890.
50. Ibid., 9 Dec. 1887, 9 Mar. 1888, 29 May 1891,15 Jan., 2Ö Aug., 9 Sept. 1892.
51. Ibid.. 17 Feb., 26 May 1882,17, 31 Jan., 14 Feb. 1890. According to Grob, Deadly Truth.
p. 224, tbe first worldwide influenza pandemic occurred in 1889-1890.
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women also faced childbirth and its attendant difficulties, including
convulsions, hemorrhage, and puerperal or childbed fever.
Home nursing was a heavy responsibility. Notes appearing in the
Sioux Valley News, such as "she will pull through with careful nursing" or "only careful nursing saved him," reinforced the importance of
the caregiver.52 Not all families of the ill could or would assume the
role. During a diphtheria outbreak in 1887, Dr. M. H. White of the
Beresford area described the homes he had visited as "too closed up,"
with stoves not properly vented and "air so bad that a lamp will hardly
burn." In Cora Frear Hawkins's memoirs of her father's life as a doctor in Sloan, Iowa, ninety miles from Canton, she writes of a thirtyyear-old wife and mother dying of cancer. The woman's husband was
too distraught to do much, and the neighbors had fled "the stenchflies" and her "cries and moans," taking her two children with them.
When Hawkins's mother went to care for the dying woman until her
sister arrived, "she had all she could do to keep patient and bed clean,
shoo flies (with strips of paper tied to the end of a stick), wipe the poor
drooling mouth and pray."53
The nursing routine took time and energy that could indeed consume a family or career. Mary Harlan, who had just partnered with
another woman to open a steam laundry in Canton, had to quit work
to care for her ailing elderly mother. Matilda Anderson, a milliner
with her own shop, closed it to nurse her husband, who later died of
his illness. When necessary, husbands stayed at home to nurse sick
wives or children. Ed Wendt temporarily left his job at Dakota Loan to
work at his father's store while his father cared for the sick at home.
Henry N. Cooper left a clerk in charge of his store while he cared for
his wife and son. George Webb closed his barbershop for a week while
the family fought la grippe. Daniel C. Hull went bankrupt and lost his
butcher shop because continual family illnesses kept him away from
work. In 1883, Lincoln County failed to hold its annual fair because
the secretary of the agricultural society had to tend his ill wife.54
52. Sioux Valley News. 27 Nov. 1885.
53. Ibid., II Feb. 1887; Hawkins. Buggies. Blizzards, and Babies (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1971), pp. 42-4354. Sioux Valley News, 19 Oct. 1883, 8 July 18S7, 28 Feb. 1890, 22 Jan. 1892, 19 Jan. 1900.
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Canton-area residents routinely left their own households behind to
care for friends and relatives. Mothers stayed with adult daughters
when they gave birth or helped out when adult children were ill, even
if it meant a lengthy trip and a prolonged stay. In the case of the Benedicts, a family with all sons, a daughter-in-law came from Rapid City
and spent several months helping to nurse the youngest Benedict boy
through the illness that finally killed him at age nineteen. Even with
the extra assistance, the boy's mother became exhausted from caring
for her son, fell ill, and died before he did.55
Family illnesses took their toll on the health of other caregivers, as
well. In Fairview Township, the Wallaces nursed their two children
through measles and pneumonia, with the sickest child ill for four
weeks. Mrs. Wallace ended up with neuralgia and two "severe abscesses" in her head.í'' Kate Averill cared for both her elderly mother
and mother-in-law. After her husband's mother died following
months of rigorous care, Averill took her own mother to Iowa to stay
with a sister who also needed nursing. She did not return for eight
weeks. The Sioux Valley News noted upon her departure that "the long
strain of watching and caring . . . [has] had a telling efFect."57
Other families faced the distress of dealing with several health
crises at once. Infectious diseases could strike several children at one
time, or a woman might give birth in one room while an invalid parent lay in another. Attorney Martin E. Rudolph struggled with heart
and kidney problems for four months before dying at the age of fifty.
His wife gave birth to their fourth son, appropriately named Martin E.,
just three weeks before her husband died. When Sioux Valley News editor N. C. Nash succumbed to liver cancer in February 1905 following
a three-month illness, his son Frank, the newspaper's junior editor,
had been ill with typhoid fever for weeks and nearly died several times
before he "rallied," as the language of illness went, and survived.5^
When those fortunate enough to recover took their first steps back
into the world following weeks or months of isolation, the Sioux Valley
55. Ibid., 14 Sept., 12 Oct. 1894.
56. Ibid,, 12 Apr, 1900.
57. Ibid., 19 Oct. 1900.
58. Ibid.. 3 Apr, 1903, 3.10 Feb. 1905.
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News welcomed them but often mentioned the toll illness had taken.
While R. H. Hichborn had managed to walk downtown after being
sick for several weeks, the editor noted that he did not "look very robust yet."59 Frank Ferguson, who had malarial fever, had been confined to home for over a month when he took "a stroll downtown."
"He did not look very rugged" the News editor wrote, "but his friends
are glad to know that he is slowly regaining his strength. "''°
For those without hope of recovery or who suffered with recurrent
or chronic illnesses, the consequences might be insanity or suicide.
Mrs. Peter Christopher, despondent over an illness of several months'
duration, attempted to kill herself by slashing her wrists and arm.
Nearby in Collins, Iowa, a woman committed suicide rather than endure another rheumatism flare-up. In Huron, a doctor who had recovered from a lengthy illness experienced what he feared was a relapse
and used his surgeon's knife to cut his jugular vein. A Flandreau man
suflfering from tuberculosis used a kitchen knife to cut his own throat
when his nurse left him alone.^' In Salem, a woman was driven to
"momentary insanity caused by sickness" and jumped into a nearly
fiill cistern. Her husband held her above water by her hair until rescuers arrived.^^ Peter Langmo, who suffered a severe case of typhoid
during the winter of 1892-1893, tried to jump from the window of the
Lincoln County sheriff's offlce. The News speculated that illness had
made him "lose his reason.""^Î
As tragic as these victims' stories are, perhaps even more heartwrenching are those of the children who never survived to adulthood.
Babies and small children suffered the highest rates of illness and
death in both the Canton area and the nation as a whole during the
late nineteenth century. Earl Boyce, a Canton resident since 1872 and
for many years the cemetery sexton, kept a journal in which he recorded deaths, obituaries, and other information gleaned from the
Sioux Valley News and his own cemetery work. For the earliest years of
59. Ihid., 22 Jan. 1897.
60. Ibid., 20 Dec. 1895.
61. Ibid., 20 July 1883, 4 Nov. 1887, 23 Nov. 1888, 5 May 1893.
S2. Ibid., 4 Oct. 1895.
I
63. Ibid., 26 May 1893.
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settlement, 1865 to 1881, he compiled hsts of those who died along
with their ages and causes of death, when known. Although illegible
in places, the journal is the only source for death information prior to
1875 and the only effort made in Canton to compile such a list before
the state began requiring the recording of death information in 1905.
According to Boyce, 347 people died in the immediate Canton area
during the 1865^1881 period. Sixty-five percent of the 257 deaths for
which ages were known involved persons under twenty-one.''4 For the
period between January 1882 and lo February 1905, the date of the issue announcing editor N. C. Nash's death, the Sioux Valley News reported 791 deaths. Forty percent of the 534 deaths for which ages are
known were young people aged twenty or younger.^^
Two factors may help explain the substantial decline in deaths
among young people twenty or under between the time Boyce began
his compilation and the early twentieth century. First, Canton moved
out of the frontier era and into a period when there were more doctors, advances in medicine, a better food supply, and more money to
purchase vital items and services. During the earliest years Boyce's
records cover, Lincoln County suffered repeated grasshopper infestations that devastated crops and reduced the settlers to poverty. The impact was so severe that Canton leaders sent emissaries to Chicago to
ask for aid, an action town boosters tried to avoid at all costs, fearing it
would taint public opinion and slow development of the region. Even
N. C. Nash, who would play a key role in Canton's history, gave up his
five-year struggle to improve his homestead in 1876 and sent his wife
and five children back to Rock County, Wisconsin, to stay with relative s.'"*^
64. Earl Boyce Journals, Manuscripts Collection, Canton Public Library, Canton, S.Dak.
These figures were not unusual for the United States at the time. See Grob, Deadly Truth, pp.
i34-}5, for statistics on nineteenth-century mortality.
65. My list underreports deaths. Several issues of the Sioux Valley News are missing for
the years surveyed, and rural correspondents were not always consistent in their reporting.
Many deaths, especially of children, were not marked with formal notices or obituaries but
were mentioned briefly in the "locals" columns, making it difficult to note every one dependably. The death figures compiled, however, provide some insight into issues of mortality in this society.
66. Sioux Valley News, 9 Dec. 1S76; Lincoln County Advocate. 10 |an, 1877; History of Lincoln County, p. 71. The first editor of the Sioux Valley News, Arthur Linn, hired Nash in Janu-
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A second and even more important reason for the drop in deaths
was the decline of diphtheria as a threat to children generally after
1882. The Ganton area was visited with a terrible diphtheria epidemic
in 1879-1881 that killed sixty-seven people. Sixty ofthat number, or
89.5 percent, were twenty or younger. Older people who died of diphtheria were usually the caretakers of sick children. The year 1880 was
the worst in the Ganton area; twenty-seven people died, all but one of
them under age twenty-one. Diphtheria remained a scourge for the
next several years, with twenty-seven more people dying of it between
1882 and 1890. After that, it declined precipitously in Ganton and
elsewhere in the country, most likely because the dominant bacteria
that caused the ailment shifted from a virulent type to a milder form.
An antitoxin drug for diphtheria sufferers also became available in
1894, but it was not consistently available everywhere in the United
States, making it difficult to determine the drug's overall impact on
the death rate in a particular area.^7
Diphtheria could be difficult to diagnose. Several other throat ailments included similar symptoms, and it was possible to have a mild
case of diphtheria that a doctor might miss. As a result, those with improperly diagnosed cases could spread the disease through their
schools and churches, or communities could be terrified by ailments
that were not diphtheria at all. Home medical guides tried to sort out
the signs for parents. Always check the throat, one book warned, because the key symptom of diphtheria is a thick, grayish-white membrane across the throat, with swelling and inflammation. Diphtheria
also paralyzed some throat muscles, making swallowing, and sometimes breathing, extremely difficult. The distinctive diphtheria membrane could appear on other mucous membranes, including the
bowel and female genitals, bringing the infection and paralysis to
those parts of the body. Sufferers lost their appetites and vomited as
ary 1877. Nash bought him out shortly thereafter and retrieved his family from Wisconsin in
May 1877. Sioux Valley News, 5 May 1877.
67. Earl Boyce Journals, Canton Public Library; survey of Sioux Valky News death notices,
1882-1905: Grob, Deaäy Truth, pp. 205-6; Judith Leavitt and Ronald Numbers, "Sickness
and Health; An Overview," in Sickness and Health in America, pp. 3-10.
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Scarlet fever and diphtheria are depicted here as worms destroying the blossoming
lives of young children.

part of the disease cycle, which made maintaining strength difficult.
The disease lasted one or two weeks, although the particularly malignant form could kill in a day or two. Victims ultimately died of exhaustion and suffocation. Survivors often suffered long-term complications, including paralysis of the throat muscles, breathing muscles,
and muscles controlling the iris of the eye; loss of sensation in the
face; impaired bowel and bladder control; and even impaired "sexual
power and instinct."'^'^
Home medical guides told parents to treat diphtheria with antiseptic gargles to soothe the swollen throat and give small doses of brandy
and quinine every one to two hours to build the patient's strength.
The Sioux Valley News editor also published recipes for defeating the
disease. "Pour equal parts turpentine and liquid tar into a tin cup," he
wrote in 1885. "Set it on fire. Dense resinous smoke immediately
68. Lyman, et al., New American Family Physician, pp. 51-57 (quotation on p. 54).
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helps the patient—the choking and rattle stops. . . . The fibrinous
membrane soon becomes detached and the patient coughs up microbicides." Five years later. Scientific American published a similar recipe, which the News reprinted for its readers.69
Diphtheria brought the saddest stories in an era of much suffering
and loss. Between 4 March and 21 March 1879, the Gudthim family
lost three children: Johanna, two; Andrine, six; and Else, one month.
In 1880, between 5 and 20 August, the Sinclair family lost Annie,
fourteen; Emma, five; Minnie, eleven; Leila, eight; and Mary, sixteen,
in 1887, Dr. White visited the C. H. Lundin farm near Beresford
where, he had heard, the family fought diphtheria. He found two of
the five children already dead and buried, two laid out for burial, and
the fifth extremely ill. The children's father had buried them alone because terror of contagion kept the neighbors away.7°
Other South Dakota families sufFered cruel losses. The ready-print
"South Dakota News" column reported in 1893 that Dr. Stuart of Union County, located just south of Lincoln County, lost five of his children to diphtheria. In 1894, two of the county superintendent's children in Armour died of diphtheria three days after becoming ill. In
the same year, William Kruse of Humboldt Township near Sioux Falls
lost seven of his eight children to the disease. While epidemics of
measles, scarlet fever, and other infectious diseases sickened or killed
in great numbers, diphtheria brought the greatest casualties in the
Canton areaJ^
Parents did have other child health problems to fear. The high mortality rate for infants from a variety of causes meant that the hopes and
dreams parents held for their children might be dashed within days or
months of their births. Premature infants rarely survived. Twin and
triplet births often resulted in death, as well. Birth injuries or defects
reduced chances of survival. Babies born "frail," as the Sioux Valley
News described them, sometimes died after struggling with illnesses
that would not have harmed stronger children. Infants whose moth-

69. Ibid.. p, 56; Sioux VaUey News. 4 Dec. 1885, 12 Dec. 1890.
70. Earl Boyce Journals, Canton Public Library; Sioux Valley News, u Feb. 1887,
71. Sioux Valley Nem. 28 Apr, 1893, 27 Apr,, 3 Aug. 1894.
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ers died shortly after giving birth often died, having been sickened by
the pathogens that frequently contaminated cows' milk, the substitute
for human breast milk.?^
Membranous croup and cholera infantum were two common
causes of illness and death among the very young. Membranous
croup brought high fever, constant coughing, and a blue face. Children died of exhaustion or suffocation. Cholera infantum, also known
as summer complaint because of its prevalence during the hot
months, was a digestive disease that caused diarrhea. Home medical
guides described this ailment as an affliction of the congested cities
72. Earl Boyce Journals. Canton Public Library; survey of Sioux Valley News death notices,
1882-1905; Sioux Valley News, ji Jan. 1902. In Baltimore. Maryland, in 1901, city inspectors
tested fifty-eight milk samples and discovered "tuberculosis, typhoid, diphtheria and streptococci bacilli," among other disease agents. Contaminated milk warnings were issued
when counts reached five hundred thousand bacteria per cubic centimeter of liquid. The
Baltimore test found as many as 21 million bacteria per cubic centimeter. Crob, Deadly
Truth, pp, 203-4.

SCARLET FCVER,

Home medical guides advised parents to be alert for spots on a child's skin or
tongue, indications of measles or scarlet fever.
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and recommended removal to the country. Canton doctors must have
diagnosed it in area children, however, because the Sioux Valley News
occasionally mentioned the disease, which was also listed as the cause
of death in fifteen cases after 1881. Because doctors in the nineteenth
century did not understand the dangers of dehydration, medical
guides from the 1860s to the 1890s suggested purgative medicine
and urged parents to limit food and water intake, no matter how the
child cried for liquids. For simpler kinds of diarrhea, a bit of castor oil
mixed with the opium-based medicines laudanum or paregoric, were
sometimes given.73
,
Other diseases that sickened and killed children did the same to
adults. Consumption, or tuberculosis, was a bacterial disease that
could attack any part of the body but most often affected the lungs.
Spread from person to person through the air, it was a leading cause
of death in the Canton area. Between 1865 and February 1905, eightyfive of the people for whom causes of death were given died of consumption. The figure may have been even greater, given the large
number of people—forty-six—who died after unspecified "long illnesses."^4 Those listed as dying of brain problems or inflammation of
the bowels may have had tuberculosis centered in those portions of
the body. The New American family Physician explained that most tuberculosis victims "under the age of puberty die of 'consumption of
the bowels' or of the brain." The Sioux Valley News noted the death of
one young Canton girl, Hannah Peterson, age thirteen, who had suffered for years with scrofula, a tuberculosis of the neck glands that
caused open abscesses and drainage.75
Most people who died of tuberculosis suffered with the form that
started in the lungs. Early symptoms were hard to detect because they
mimicked those of other diseases: a general sense of ill health, weight
loss, and coughing similar to that of chronic bronchitis sufferers.
Late-day fevers and the expectoration of blood marked the entrenchment of the disease. As it progressed, sufferers often became emaci73. Lyman, et al.. New American Family Physician, pp, 1,105—7,
74. Earl Boyce Journals, Canton Public Library; survey of Sioux Valley News death notices,
1882-1905.
75. Lyman. et al., New American Family Physician, p. 141; Sioux Valley News. 22 June 1888.
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ated and coughed up as much as a pint of infected lung tissue per day,
giving their breath "that peculiarly oflTensive putrid odor so often observed in consumptive patients." The loss of lung tissue led to hemorrhage, and pains in the chest became constant. If the bleeding was
not fatal, the spread of the disease to the bowel, with constant diarrhea
resulting, often led to death.7^
Doctors in the 1860s believed that consumption followed in families due to a "hereditary predisposition," especially among fairskinned, blue-eyed, light-haired people with "projecting, enlarged upper lip[s]." It was also thought to develop from excessive living or
excessive toil, if individuals were not careful to get enough fresh air
and exercise. The cure deemed most likely to work included "proper
diet, frequent exercise in the open air, change of climate or a sea voyage. "77 God liver or other fish oils might help, as well as medicine or
teas that eased coughing. By 1899, the doctors who wrote the New
American Family Physician recognized "minute vegetable parasites" as
the cause. "Gold moist variable climates" were considered the worst
for conveying consumption, and people prone to other lung ailments
or who lived and worked in crowded areas and breathed unclean air
were most likely to become ill. Once consumption developed, patients
were advised to seek a better climate and move from place to place, if
necessary, to avoid boredom. Sufferers might take cod-liver oil or up
to a pint of whiskey daily to build their strength, but the fluids could
not cure the disease.7S
In the twentieth century, through a slow process of discovery, trial,
and error, the death rate of the young in the United States began to
drop and life expectancy increased. The public health movement that
began in the 1880s and 1890s laid the foundation for these changes
through efforts to improve hygiene and control infection. Local doctors led public health campaigns in the Ganton area, although it was
not easy to change entrenched patterns of behavior. N. G. Nash r.nd
other editors used their newspapers to explain the doctors' ideas and
promote the concepts of public health.
76. Lyman, et al.. New American Family Physician, p. 143.
77. Gunn, Gunn's New Family Physician, pp. 267-78 (quotations on pp. 268, 272).
78. Lyman, et aL, New American Family Physician, pp. 141-60. (quotation on p. 147).
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Among their efforts were campaigns to clean up the town of Canton
for both aesthetic and health reasons. Nash issued calls to his readers
almost every spring to purge their property of refuse. "Not a few of the
yards, especially the backyards of this community, are a disgrace,
[with] old tin cans [and] all of the rubbish accumulated over the
winter," he lectured in 1880. "Not infrequently these piles are topped
off with a half dozen or more dead cats or the putrefying remains of a
few defunct chickens."79 Since residents also kept horses, cows, hogs,
and chickens in town, barn refuse and animal manure added to the
odor. Outdoor privies stationed behind homes and businesses, facilities that were vital until a sewer system arrived in stages beginning in
igoo, contributed to the sanitary crisis. Even before the discovery of
germs, people believed that bad air or poor environments spontaneously generated diseases and recognized the importance of cleaning up refuse, standing water, wastes, and weeds. Cleaner was better,
for whatever reasons.^°
By 1888, Lincoln County had created its own board of health, a
move Nash applauded. In the same year, the mayor declared the dirty
privies downtown to be public nuisances after citizens petitioned the
city council for action.»' The Canton Board of Health actively promoted cleanliness and control of contagion throughout the 1890s. A
chief target was the string of animal carcasses that littered the roads
leading out of Canton and the banks of Beaver Creek running through
town. Dr. Cyrus Wendt, board superintendent, called the practice
"most loathsome" and urged the public to bury their dead livestock
and pets, warning that "the health of our citizens is endangered."**^
Local heath boards were aided in their effori:s to control disease by
the passage of state laws regarding quarantine procedures and enforcement in 1896. Three years later, a case of smallpox appeared
across the state border in Iowa, only twenty miles away. The town
health board notified the public through the newspaper that everyone
had to be vaccinated to repel the threat. Unvaccinated children could
79. Sioux Valley Neivs, 14 May 1880.
80. Gunn, Gunn's New Family Physician, pp. 1,075-1,142.
8 1 . Sioux VaiUy News, 15, 22 June 1888.
8a. Ibid., 6 May 1898.
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not attend school, although the school district or township government would pay for vaccinations if families could not afford them. In
1901, the occurrence of smallpox closer to home led to a quarantine of
everyone from Pleasant and Norway townships. Signs along the road
to Canton warned residents of those townships to stay away. By June,
six families in Canton had contracted the disease and were under rigid
quarantine. Enforcement measures included paying guards to keep
people confined to their homes and maintaining a "pest house" for
victims who needed care when quarantineable ailments struck. Later
in 1902, when diphtheria appeared in Lincoln County, officials again
implemented quarantines. Anna Helmey, age twenty-seven, died of
the disease. Because her home was quarantined, her husband and two
small children could not attend her burial. While such restrictions
seem harsh, even cruel, they helped prevent epidemics and allowed
people an element of control over their fates.^î
When the sick lost their fight against illness under more ordinary
circumstances, their funerals were often held in the home. The "good
death" in this society was one that took place in familiar surroundings
with family and friends gathered about the bed. The nineteenth century's romantic and sentimental styles shaped the literature, art, dress,
and household decor of mourners, whose displays conveyed "the melancholy beauty"^4 of death and loss. Black clothing, mourning jewelry,
crepe festoons on front doorways and porches, and elaborate cemetery
monuments marked the American way of death. The evangelical
movement of the era provided the ideological underpinnings of death
and funeral practices. Fay Straw's grandparents, Josiah and Johanna
Straw, were staunch Methodists, members of the dominant Protestant
denomination in the United States whose churches numbered twenty
thousand by 1850. Methodists were evangelicals who followed a religious doctrine that "emphasized the importance of scripture, a conversion experience, and a life [and death] of Christian witness." Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and Baptists also shared these evangelical
83. Sioux Valley News. 8, ij Dec. 1899, 22 Feb., 17 May, 14 June 1901, 11 Apr, 2, 23 May, 18
July 1902,
84, James |. Farrell, Inventing the American Way of Death, 1SJ0-J920 (Philadelphia, Pa.:
Temple University Press, 1980), p. 34.
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commitments.^5 The Methodist Order for the Burial of the Dead reflected the evangelical's mixture of "assurance of salvation for believers with restatements of God's sovereignty and human sinfulness."
The profound comfort of the words "I am the resurrection and the life
. . . he that believes in me shall never die" mingled v^dth the harsh realities of the temporal present. "In the midst of life we are in death," the
service read, "of whom may we seek for succor? "^^
Just as the ten short years of Fay Straw's life were a time of transition in medicine, so, too, were they a time of change in American attitudes and customs surrounding death. By the late nineteenth century,
the influences of Charles Darwin's theories about evolution, as well as
a liberalizing Protestant clergy, added new layers of complexity to
American ideas about death. Darwin's theories placed humankind
85. Ibid., pp. 30-43 (quotation on p. 35); History of Lincoln County, pp. 701-2.
86. Farrell, ¡nventing the American Way, p. 41.

Symbolism abounds in this elaborate floral tribute, whose centerpiece carries the
words "Only Sleeping."
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into the animal kingdom as a part of nature, not above nature. Human beings died not because of God's direct action, but as part of the
natural cycle of all life. Death, in this naturalistic view, was gentle and
"as painless as falling asleep." Because, as fames Farrell writes, "he
who sleeps goes nowhere and experiences nothing," the image of
death as sleep could imply eternal mortality rather than eternal life.
Most Americans who adopted the image, however, "believed that the
sleep of death preceded the last great awakening" and the journey to
heaven. ^7
Religious liberals of the late nineteenth century contributed the
concept of "heaven as home," a place where a beneficent, loving God
welcomed the dead without judgment. Prominent ministers with national followings, such as Henry Ward Beecher, "described heaven as
a place in which families were reunited, homes restored, and nurseries existed to care for children who died before their parents. "^^ Death,
in the liberal view, was "a natural progression" toward a "more intimate fellowship" with God, a transition of joy rather than sorrow. To
Americans of the late 1800s, who idealized home and family, the liberal vision of heaven offered great consolation.**9
The farewell ritual of recording and repeating the last words of the
dying also provided emotional sustenance to those left behind. For
many families in the Canton area, the dying person's reaffirmation of
their Christian faith gave reassurance that they would meet again in
the hereafter. As attorney Fred Keep lay dying of consumption in
1892, he asked his sister-in-law to offer a prayer and a song service at
his bedside. "When the song 'Palms of Victory' was sung," the Sioux
Valley News reported, "he raised his hands as if to emphasize his appreciation of the beautiful sentiments, [and] a few minutes later he
passed into rest."9o The husband, four children, and siblings of fortynine-year-old Alice Warner, "a patient sufferer for many months,"
gathered at her deathbed, where they "received her parting benedic87, Ibid., pp. 57-58,
I
88. Harvey Green, The Light of the Home: An Intimate View of the lives of Women in Victolian America (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), p, 167.
89. Farrell, Inventing the American Way, pp. 76-82 (quotation on p. 80).
90, Sioux Valley News. 22 Jan. 1892.
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tion." She died, they recalled, "in the hope of a blessed immortality. "9^
Although Osmine Tuntland, who died of consumption at age twentythree, was "grieved . . . to part with those who were dear to her, she
longed to reach that better home." Shortly before her death, she experienced a vision of heaven, where she saw her deceased mother. Tuntland then "spoke stirring warnings" to the family gathered at her bed,
"especially to her brothers. At the end she lisped 'Jesus' and slipped
away."9a Hthel Johnson, age twenty-two, suffered a sudden attack of
cerebrospinal meningitis. Propped up by pillows as her strength
failed, she said, "I cannot stay with you long for I am going, going
home." She arranged her ftineral, chose the hymns and pallbearers,
spoke "cheering words" to her family, and "bade them all goodbye" before she passed away.95
It was deeply disappoinring to friends and family when the ill
slipped away too suddenly for farewell words. When Mrs. Templemen
lapsed into sudden unconsciousness at the age of eighty-four, her
family tried repeatedly to wake her to say good-bye, but she died without reviving. Gharles Goloney, a former Ganton-area resident, died of
pneumonia in 1902 refusing to acknowledge that his illness was serious. A doctor who visited him at his new homestead near Armour
recognized the severity of his case and spent some time trying to convince him to summon his family and get his affairs in order. Goloney,
who insisted that his medicine was working, "expired" while greeting
friends who had just arrived to help.94
Even the youngest children participated in farewell rituals. As Fay
Straw's parents and doctor struggled to save her, she calmly requested
that Reverend Soule preach her funeral service and spoke "cheering
words . . . even unto the last moment of her stay."95 Eight-year-old
Wesley Nelson repeated the "wonderful words" from the chorus of a
hymn—"On Ghrist the solid rock I stand"—as his death drew
91. Ibid-, 6 Dec. 1895.
92. Ibid., I Aug. 1902.
93. ibid., 21 Aug. 1903.
94. Ibid., 2 May 1902, 5 Aug. 1904.
95. Dakota Farmer's Leader (Canton, S.Dak.), 2 Apr. 1891.
96. Sioux Valley News, i Aug. 1890.
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The sentimental verse on this card typifies the way in which people memorialized their departed loved ones in the late i8oos.
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The night before Laura Lunder, age nine, died of diphtheria in the
spring of 1890, her friends and schoolmates "gathered outside the
window of her room to take a last farewell look at their little friend."
When someone at the bedside asked if she was afraid to die, she replied, "No, there is nothing to be afraid of "97
The columns of the Sioux Valley News convey the mystery, tragedy,
grief, and eternal hope that surrounded death in this era. Editor Nash
described survivors variously as "nearly prostrate with grief," "completely prostrated," "crazed with grief," "anguished," "nearly crushed,"
or "inconsolable."98 The death announcements he wrote emphasized
the deep losses survivors suffered. Cora Zeller, who died in childbirth
in 1880 at the age of twenty-one, "leaves a daughter who will never
know a mother's love." Mary Bertrand, a local teacher, left behind "a
four weeks old babe" when she died in 1879. A month later the baby
died, too. "Mr. Bertrand, so recently a proud father and happy husband is now a childless widower," Nash wrote.99 The Coetz girls. Mattie and Nora, died within days of each other in 1890. The bereaved
parents, Nash wrote, were left "childless—their beautiful home desolated, all their life plans shattered and the future a dreary blank."
Nash himself lost a seven-year-old daughter, Marion, in 1882. After
that experience his words of sympathy, especially for the deaths of
children, sometimes included references to shared pain. "We can appreciate their sorrow and sympathize with them for we have followed
a loved daughter to the 'valley of the shadow of death,'" he wrote on
one such occasion in 1900.'°°
Nash and other contributors who wrote for the newspaper took
their metaphors for death from the popular culture of the time as well
as from their Christian beliefs. The dead "passed into the land of
shadows," journeyed "to that undiscovered country," and joined "the
silent city of the dead." They also "exchanged time for eternity," "sank
into eternal sleep," or "passed over the mystic river to that place from

97. Ibid., 2 May 1890.
98. Sec ibid., 10 Apr. 1885, i Mar. 1895,19 Oct, 1900, 4 juîy 1902.
99. Ibid., 9 Aug. 1879, 30 Apr. 1880.
100. Ibid.. IC jar 1890, 3 Aug, 1900,
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which no traveler returns."'°' One young man who died suddenly in a
mill accident was "launched . . . in the prime of his manhood out on
the sea of eternity."^^^ Death could be an "angel of mercy" when it
took individuals who had suffered terribly,'^' especially those with disfiguring cancers of the face that kept them confined at home for
months or years, or it could be a "grim monster" such as the one that
took a young husband just three weeks after the death of his wife, orphaning seven children.'°4 Attorney Martin E. Rudolph, eulogizing
the pioneers who had died in the year since the last Old SetUers' Picnic, described death as "a black camel who kneels at the door of every
family, ready to receive a traveler to the great unknown."'°5
|ust as Americans might simultaneously hold assorted ideas about
the meaning of death, they also began to mix new funeral practices
with the old according to local customs and the availability and cost of
services. Prior to the 1880s, the embalming of corpses was a service
not widely available in small towns and rural areas. Families washed
the bodies of their loved ones and dressed them in sheets or shrouds,
laid them out on crude biers made of sawhorses or chairs with boards
laid between them, and, if the weather was at all warm, chilled the
bodies with blocks of ice. Coffins were often homemade or locally
made, although furniture stores began to stock ready-made ones in
the 1880S. Because dead bodies deteriorated quickly, burials took
place within a day or two, especially in the heat of summer. Franklin
Martin, who attended medical school in Chicago, told of his weeks
spent attending a wealthy elderly man in Oak Grove, Wisconsin, in
1879. When the man died, his family wanted to postpone the funeral
until relatives could arrive from a distance. There were no embalming
services available, and it was summer. At the family's request, Martin
and a friend spent five days packing and replenishing ice around the
body, until the funeral guests arrived and the family held the service.
In her memoirs of growing up in Nebraska in the 1880s, Grace
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

See ibid., 3, 24 Feb. 1893, 6 Sept. 1895,12 Feb., 23 May 1902.
Ibid-, 26 May 1893.
Ibid., 2 Oct. 1903; 25 Mar. 1904.
Ibid., 28 Aug. 1891.
Ibid., 20 July 190Q.
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Snyder recalled the death of a young neighbor man in the hay fields
on a hot summer day. He was buried the day after his death, in a coffin with a window on the closed top. The dead man's swelling, purple
face pressed against the coffin's glass and the smell of decay haunted
the young girl.'°^
The common custom of photographing the dead, their funeral flowers, or their graves helped survivors memorialize their lost loved ones.
Photographers advertised the service, and experienced craftsmen conducted seminars on techniques for handling corpses and finding the
106. Farrell, inventing the American Way, pp, 147-49; Marti". Fißy Years of Medicine, pp.
60-64; Snyder, No Time On My Hands (Lincoin: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), p. 125.

Giving the illusion of life, the photographer of this deceased
child painted open eyes over the closed lids.
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best locations and lighting within the home to guarantee good pictures. Because death occurred so frequently in the home, survivors
seemed to have little horror of corpses. They displayed photographs of
the dead in family albums as if the departed were still a presence in
daily life.^°7
By the early twentieth century, embalming was more common, and
undertaking became a profession offering full funeral services, often
away from the home. Embalming preserved the body for viewing and
helped remove the revulsion of bodily decline and decay. Families or
undertakers dressed the deceased in their own clothing rather than in
shrouds, which enhanced the fiction that the dead were only sleeping.
Funeral parlors eventually replaced homes as the location for viewing
the deceased. The mandates of public health and the germ theory of
illness helped speed the change, as did a growing trend toward professionalization of all kinds of services formerly generated vñthin the
It is difficult to tell how many Ganton-area residents employed an
undertaker at a time of family bereavement. The town had a number
of furniture stores, the traditional outlets for coffins. Herman Woerz,
who owned one of the stores, also acted as the local undertaker, purchasing a hearse for use in funerals in 1882.'°? Woerz served as Forest
Hill Gemetery sexton, as well, managing the digging of graves and
overseeing cemetery beautification. One or two funerals were held in
his "undertaking rooms" and several were held in churches, but most
took place in the homes of the deceased. Woerz may have embalmed
bodies in their homes with the portable equipment available for the
process, or the families may have skipped embalming unless they
planned to ship the body elsewhere for burial. People who died at
home with friends and family present were generally buried within
one to three days.
When a body had deteriorated before discovery, as when former resident Lee Russell, in town for a visit, lay dead in his absent uncle's
107. Jay Ruby, Secure the Shadow: Death and Photography in America (Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 1995), pp. 52-84.
108. Farrell, Inventing the American Way, pp. 157-77 (quotation on p. 162).
109. Sioux Valley News, 16 June 1882.
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room for a week in luly, it was buried at once without any preservation
or ceremony. Russell's friends telegraphed his mother and sister in
Pierre to come at once, but train schedules prevented their arrival until the next day. Russell had already been buried when they reached
Canton. Bodies found after days in the Big Sioux River received the
same treatment, as did that of Coodmund Severson, a heavy drinker
who lay dead in a summer field for several days."°
The last decades of the nineteenth century were a time of symbolism, sentiment, and love of ritual. All of these elements shaped funerals in the Canton area. At the funeral of Lillian Steensland, age six,
"twelve little girls in white" led a procession of sixty-seven vehicles to
the cemetery.'" Following the death of Canton resident Fred Keep,
who died away from home, the train bearing his body back to Canton
was met at the station "by a delegation of Masons and prominent citizens." The next day there was a brief service at the Keep residence before the Masons again escorted the hearse down Main Street. Those in
the procession then either boarded a special train to neighboring Beloit, Iowa, for the burial or drove carriages the short distance. After a
church service in Beloit, the Masonic honor guard took charge of the
body to conduct the Masonic burial service. At its conclusion, "the
brethren marched around the grave taking a last look at the casket as
they dropped their emblematic sprigs of evergreen.""^ When local attorney and businessman Oliver Russell died suddenly at the age of
forty-six, the Canton Masons and the Sioux Falls Knights Templar arranged and managed the funeral. Canton businesses closed, as did the
school where Russell's widow taught. The funeral procession formed
on Fifth Street and included the Second Regimental Band, which Russell had managed; the Knights Templar and Siroc Chapter of the Royal
Arch Masons, groups of which he had been a member; as well as the
Silver Star Masons Lodge of Canton, the Ceneral Lyon Post of the
Crand Army of the Republic, and the Second Regiment of the Dakota
National Guard, based in Canton. Sixty carriages and "a large group
no. Ibid., 8 July i8g8,10 Aug. igoo.
III. Ibid., 14 Aug. igoj.
IÏ2. Ibid., r "^eb. 1892,
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on foot" processed the two miles to Forest Hill Cemetery where
"bands of brothers," the Masons and the soldiers, "threw floral tributes into the grave after the service.""3
Many families continued to honor their dead long after they passed
away. They decorated graves frequently, some traveling long distances
to do so. The O. S. Moore family lost two small daughters during the
years they lived in Canton. Every year around Decoration Day, the
girls' father took the train to Canton from his new home in Sioux City,
Iowa, to place "armloads of ñowers" on their graves."4 Some parents
exhumed the bodies of their children and brought them along when
they moved. Mrs. Richard Johnston had the two children who had
been buried in Ida Crove, Iowa, brought to Canton and reburied beside their father a year after his death in 1887. When Julia Sträube, a
widow, left Canton, she exhumed the body of her only child, Rosa,
who had died the year before at age eighteen, and took it to her new
home. Banker Francis Cale committed suicide in Sioux City and was
buried in Canton, his home for eleven years. His widow returned to
their old home in New Hampshire and later instructed undertaker
Woerz to exhume the body and ship it to her there for reinterment."5
On a gentle hill two miles southwest of Canton, the now-tall trees of
Forest Hill Cemetery shelter the graves of the distant dead. The occasional car speeding by on the blacktop road at its base speaks for the
present. Looking across farm fields towards town, one almost feels the
faint vibrations of yesterday's slow processions of horse-drawn buggies and wagons bringing loved ones to final farewells in "the silent
city of the dead." Fay Straw rests here, with her baby brother Leroy and
grandparents Josiah and Johanna. Canton's great and Canton's humble lie side by side, a community in death as in life.
The myriad graves of the too-young confront us with a fundamental
difference between their world and ours. The bodies of babies, children, vigorous fathers, and tender mothers rest alongside the bodies
of those fortunate enough to have lived long, celebrated decades of

113. Ibid,, 8 |une 1888.
T14. Ibid.. 31 May 1895.
115. loid., 20 ¡une 1884. :• ; Mar. i8?8,13 ^nv. 1891,
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marriage and enjoyed their grandchildren. The generations buried
here, before public health protocols and antibiotic pharmaceutical s rewrote the story of illness and premature death, experienced acute suffering and loss as a normal part of life. For them, the ubiquitous funeral verse, "In the midst of life we are in death," was a simple truth.
They provided the ill the best care they could, watched at the bedsides
of the dying, treated the dead with respect and ceremony, mourned
their departure, and marked the anniversaries of their parting. They
reconciled themselves to circumstances they could not change. In the
midst of death, they went on with life.
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